WHY IT WILL PAY YOU TO USE ....

...a 4 STAR Modern Process!

because PHOTOPRINT eliminates lock-up and make-ready... obviate the necessity for expensive cuts... and extra color can be produced at small cost.

SPEED...... this amazing process saves you valuable time as preparation for such work can be done faster... and actual press production is speedier.

VARIETY...... by this method you can reproduce drawings, half-tones, signatures, type or typewritten copy... using inexpensive paper for splendid results.

QUALITY...... completed PHOTOPRINT jobs are always of the best quality and command attention... giving you the greatest amount of pulling power at lowest cost.

AND

We Offer You


BUY YOUR PRINTING IN OKLAHOMA

SEMCO COLOR PRESS
PHOTOPRINTERS . PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHERS . PRINTERS

TELEPHONE 3-4488


OKLAHOMA CITY